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1.  Valerie
2.  More Than Right
3.  Rone
4.  Fortune
5.  O Family
6.  Meet Between
7.  Debris
8.  In Blighted Gold
9.  The Upper Lands
10.  Tied About
11.  St. Genevieve

The 11 songs on Fortune channel a temporal sense of place and hope over 
despair.  Throughout the album Sara Lucas' voice and Ryan's Seaton's guitar are 
seamlessly interwoven, creating a haunting and soulful kind of magic.  With the 
wounded perseverance of Karen Carpenter and the vulnerable, tough-as-nails 
courage of Heart's Ann Wilson, Sara Lucas' voice is rich and unforgettable.  
Seaton's guitar work is equally engaging, as he masterfully delivers beautiful and 
unusual chords, gritty distortion, and even intricate flourishes that call to mind 
the ever-impressive Tinariwen.

Much more than the sum of it's parts, Fortune reacquaints listeners with 
sentiments personal and familiar, be they flourishing or fallow, as it uses the 
local to express the universal.   These are songs that embed themselves deep 
within the listener, with an immediate and tangible humanity….like something 
that was always there, or should have been.

SELLING POINTS
– Callers have performed live with Dan Deacon, Akron 
Family, Citay, Dirty Projectors, Vetiver, Keith 
Fullerton Whitman, Mi & L'au, Larkin Grimm, & 
many more

– Sara Lucas has performed as a singer in New Orleans, 
with musicians including trumpet player Troy Davis 
(Betty Carter) &  Detroit Brooks (Neville Brothers).

– Don Godwin, Callers' drummer, is one half of the 
electronic duo Reanimator (Community Library 
Records) who recently played at Wire Magazine's 25th 
anniversary party.

– Keith Souza, who recorded/co-produced Fortune, has 
also recorded Mirrored by Battles, Clap Your Hands 
Say Yeah, and many more.

– Fortune was mastered by Peerless Mastering, where 
Distortion by Magnetic Fields, Mirrored by Battles, 
and many other amazing records have been mastered.
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PRESS QUOTES
"Folk singers-songwriters aficionados need to pay 
attention: either Callers will be the next big thing on 
the scene, or Fortune will become a sought-after 
rarity.  Highly recommended."
– All-Music Guide, Francois Couture

"Fortune is a real breath of fresh air, particularly 
notable for vocalist Sara Lucas' arresting delivery... 
effortlessly inhabiting a persona that's like a cross 
between Patti Smith and Karen Dalton.  Highly 
recommended." – Boomkat

"Brooklyn’s Callers have an unstoppable combination 
going for them: the pairing of Sara Lucas’ hauntingly 
rich and ambient vocals with Ryan Seaton’s virtuoso 
guitar playing." – Pop Matters 

"On their debut release, the duo mixes it up stylisti-
cally and demonstrates a commanding range in 
presenting material that extends from medieval folk 
songs and wistful balladry to slow-burning blues 
settings." – Textura 

"The Journey of a lifetime in just over half an hour."
– Blow Up Magazine

"...eleven rare and heady compositions, each of which 
claims the freedom of the wind to carry its changing 
emotions.." – Magic Magazine

"Upon listening to Fortune in the car on one of those days last month 
when the global economy looked like it was going to collapse, I actually 
had to shut it off because it got to be too much.  And of course, that's 
meant as high praise." – Pitchfork


